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BOSTON LANDMARKS ORCHESTRA PRESENTS 

 A COMMUNITY COLLABORATION TO INTRODUCE ORCHESTRAL MUSIC TO  

PUBLIC, PAROCHIAL, AND CHARTER SCHOOLS IN BOSTON 

  

BOSTON – May 15, 2013 – The Boston Landmarks Orchestra, led by its conductor and music 

director Christopher Wilkins, will premiere a work it commissioned by Grammy nominated 

composer Michael Gandolfi at a free, hour-long concert geared to introduce students in grades 4 

to 6 to orchestral music at the Strand Theatre in Dorchester, on Friday, May 24. The program, 

which begins at 11:00 am., is titled “Gandolfi: A Wizard’s Guide to the Orchestra.”  

  

 “This is a major initiative to engage youngsters in our mission of using the common language of 

music to bring people together.  Students in public, parochial, and charter schools, coming from 

diverse neighborhoods of the city, will be involved,” said Landmarks Orchestra Executive Director 

Harron Ellenson. 

  

Mr. Gandolfi’s new composition, which is for double orchestra, was created through a 

collaboration between the composer and students from the Conservatory Lab Charter School in 

Brighton. Students brainstormed with the composer and attended workshops to better understand 

the composing process. The school’s Dudamel Orchestra, under the direction of Adrian 

Anantawan, will play the new work alongside the Landmarks Orchestra. Landmarks musicians 

have been attending rehearsals at the school to help the youngsters become “performance ready.” 

The Dudamel Orchestra will also play music from The Lord of the Rings. Other works included in 
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the concert will be Mr. Gandolfi’s Garden of the Senses Suite from The Garden of Cosmic 

Speculation, a composition that earned him a Grammy nomination in the Best Classical 

Contemporary Composition category in 2009.  

  

Students from Pope John Paul II Catholic Academy will narrate Benjamin Britten’s “A Young 

Person’s Guide to the Orchestra” with Mr. Gandolfi. In each program being handed out will be an 

instrument identification game to take back to class to play. The program will also be utilized by 

students from the Horace Mann School for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing as inspiration for ASL 

poetry. The Horace Mann School, which is a Boston Public School, is the oldest public day school 

for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing in the United States. 

  

A second performance of the new work will take place on July 24 at 7 pm at the DCR’s Hatch 

Shell on the Esplanade. Called For the Ages: A Family Guide to the Orchestra, it will also include 

the Dudamel Orchestra playing excepts from Brahms’ Symphony No.1, followed after 

intermission by the Landmarks Orchestra playing the work in its entirety. 

  

Special support for this concert has been provided by the Mabel Louise Riley Foundation and the 

Lynch Foundation. The project is also being funded in part by the National Endowment for the 

Arts. 

  

About the Boston Landmarks Orchestra 

The Boston Landmarks Orchestra, conducted by its music director Christopher Wilkins, is a 

professional orchestra that provides free concerts in the summer that bring together Boston’s 

diverse communities through the common language of music. It performs at the DCR’s Hatch 



Shell on Wednesday nights in July and August and in neighborhoods of Greater Boston throughout 

the summer. For more information, visit http://www.landmarksorchestra.org. 
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